[Comparison of toluene adsorption with two kinds of modified activated carbon].
Granular activated carbon (GAC) was modified by microwave irradiation and electrical heating. The characters and toluene adsorption capacity of modified GAC were studied. The results showed that for microwave heating, with the temperature increasing, the activated carbon's ability of toluene adsorption and content of the surface basic functional group were increased, specific surface area was decreased. After heated at 850 degrees C, GAC had the highest ability for toluene adsorption, at 650 degrees C and 450 degrees C, the ability for toluene adsorption of GAC were similar. For the electrical heating, the same results were obtained. But the GAC modified with electrical heating had lower capacity of toluene adsorption than microwave modified GAC. The SEM photos showed that thermal modification made the porous structure of modified GAC smoother than original GAC, but the structure of GAC shrink at high temperature. Finally, all the experimental data and SEM photos were analyzed; it indicated that due to the difference of heating mechanism and heat transmission direction, the modified GAC have different characters.